
ETRTW 

FAST--PHYSICAL--FEARLESS 

ENTHUSIASM!! 
“Attack each day with an enthusiasm unknown to mankind.”  Jim Harbaugh 

Enthusiasm breathes life into whatever and whoever it contacts.  Enthusiasm is spread by the 

people that carry an excitement for improving themselves, others and life! Enthusiasm lives and 

grows in the daily grind of whatever you are doing!  Enthusiasm thrives in the process of 

pursuing excellence!!  Enthusiasm does not wait for someone else to wake it up because it is 

the alarm that sets off great sound that others around it want to hear! 

Enthusiasm is an excitable gift that we can all choose to have, display, and share with others 

every day!  Enthusiasm is a gift that we can receive and give daily!  It takes absolutely no talent 

to live and work with enthusiasm throughout the process of pursuing greatness!   You simply 

make the choice to bring extra positive energy right here and right now to whatever you are 

doing! 

The recent Australian fires get us thinking about a fire that cannot be put out.  When the 

firefighters thought they had things under control, there was more wind and the record-breaking 

heat would rise again.  The fire was relentless and would not and could not be contained.  We 

want your enthusiasm to be like the fire.  Do not let something or someone slow down your 

enthusiasm!  

A wonderful thing about enthusiasm is that it works inside out.  Things that are happening on 

the outside do not have to change how you think or feel on the inside.  Continue to be excited 

about good things happening, improving yourself and helping your team get better, no matter 

what the circumstances are.  The awesome part is those are things YOU CONTROL!  There are 

many people that want to paint a big negative picture about things going on in the world and 

about how things will not get better.  But you have a choice!  You can choose to believe in a 

better future.  You can choose to work harder than ever.  You can choose to love your 

teammates and let them know you are more excited than ever about the teams future success!!  

Think these positive, enthusiastic thoughts and share them with others.  Do not keep your great 

energy to yourself because your team, school, community and world need your enthusiasm! 

What are you waiting for?  Go be the enthusiastic light that will brighten the darkest day!  Play, 

live, and work enthusiastically all day, every day!!  Share that positive energy and belief with 

your teammates and make unbelievably great things happen!  This workout, this day, this 

coming season, and this lifetime will undoubtedly be great because of the relentless enthusiasm 

we will choose to put on display for the world to see!! 
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1.    In your own words, what is enthusiasm? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

2.    How much talent does it take to display enthusiasm? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.    T or F.  You choose to have enthusiasm.  Defend your answer 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.    How important is it to have enthusiasm on just any regular day in the offseason?  Why? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

5.    List 3 teammates that display enthusiasm on a regular basis and how they display this 

enthusiasm(Remember enthusiasm is working with an excitement for yourself and others and 

that can look different from person to person.  List 3 people here that choose to work hard and 

have a positive attitude about it daily) 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 


